JOIN THE STAY IN THE GAME NETWORK

A collaboration of sport, healthcare and social change organizations using sport as a platform and catalyst to end stigmas and promote mental wellness

“Collaborative forums like Stay in the Game are what we need to be doing going forward, but we have to make sure to take the discussions out of the room. We need to challenge ourselves to think outside the box and figure out the actionable things we can do with the expertise of the partners we have.”

Brian Dawkins, NFL Hall of Famer and community advocate

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

DIGITAL LEARNING PLATFORMS
- Members-only online community offering year-round collaboration on solutions to promote mental well-being
- Four expertly curated webinar sessions (join our first one for free!)
- Exclusive access to a collection of partner resources, best practice and tools to apply to your work
- Opportunity to contribute to quarterly member newsletter

ACCESS TO EXPERTS AND THOUGHT-LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
- Complimentary initial mental health education or crisis management consultation from mental health care provider Centerstone
- Opportunity to inform the content and discussion for virtual and in-person forums
- Messaging guidance and resources from the National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention
- Member base of sport, mental health, social change, business, academia and development industry leaders and organizations

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
- Stay in the Game Forum ft. 30+ subject matter experts & 150 attendees + Network Gathering
- Preferred pricing for Beyond Sport’s live and virtual events, covering topics including: diversity and inclusion, sport for social change and development, STEM education, cross-sector collaboration, responsible leadership + more

ANNUAL FEE: CORPORATE - $1500; NGO - $1250

JOIN TODAY: BEN.FREEDMAN@BEYONDSPORT.ORG

FOUNDING MEMBERS

SUPPORTING PARTNERS